Abstract
A. Background
Social group is not a frozen identity.
The group existsand understood as an identity when connected to other social groups either as almost similar identity or as different one. to nmanage feeling and soul seems to give a message on contemplation which should balance society daily behaviour. Nature which is managed through population hard work in living should be balanced with the ability to place "feeling" in human interaction.
The condition of soul must be an important entry point which must be kept allthe time.
Finally , that balance will make all aspects in Tlogorejo district unite in one balance. and crispy image of the real sign which is beautifully seen but in fact it is actually fire.
Reality in deep natural
The festival is society terminology in the face of Industrial Revolution 4.0 which gives more price on outer appearance as real attitude.
Tempeh is a word tied to the outer meaning of festival isn't it to eliminate feeling and soul of tempeh which should be signed and formed as subject. In this perspective, is there a subject in Giant Tempeh festival or is it just a given subject ( given subject is Slavoj Zizek idea about social group with lost or weakened identity). There two crucial ambicalence are important points in the reseach on Giant
Tempeh Festival held in Tlogorejo district
B. Research Question
Is Giant Tempeh Festival the identity of subject or a given subject?
C. Research Purpose
To know further about Giant Tempeh
Festival as the identity of subject or given subject D. Research Significance
D.1. Theoretical Significance
The give encouragement or criticism to Slavoj Zizek theory about subject.
D.2. Parctical Significance

D.2.1. For the Policy Maker
This research is expected as a valuable input for the policy maker so that every policy can be based on local knowledge grown in society, especially society with high homogeneity level.
D.2.2. For Study Program
This research is expected to be able to serve as a reference for other researchers in a similar theme particularly the ones using subject theory from Slavoj Zizek.
E. Research Methodology
This research uses qualitative approach with descriptive model. As a study which places after postmo as a perspective, against methods as a basis for tool analysis to see an explanation can be understood as reasonable or not. Wilhelm Dilthey, the main scientist whose idea is about against methods has described that whatever method to be used, as long as it can explain something as "reasonable" it means that method can be comprehensivelly used as analysis tool.
Based on the statement by Wilhelm
Dilthey, recording the process of Giant
Tempeh Festival as an event on the firmness of identity of subject or given subject has been its point of view. By recording data throug observation on the "event" will show the subject ambivalence clearly. Recording data of documentation about the "event"
will enable us to identity comprehensively about whether it is subject or given subject.
Recording data through interview will make us find the fill picture or chains on the firmness of either subject or given subject. This condition shows that in reproducing something, humans will produce awareness as "human". Human is thing in praxis sense.
In praxis humans produce self which relate to thing as tool to produce culture not only as self interest, but in order to strengthen self awareness. For example: eating corn rice as tradition. This phrase is a form of social group commitment to give respect space to "corn plant" which is considered to be able to give protection and enforcement on economic intitution. Therefore corn plant is finally placed as "thing" which has to be reproduced from "the Real" to be "the Symbolic".
The event to be "the Symbolic" is a form of firmness of human awareness of "local knowledge" and not a sign of the presence as merely product, but a sign of the presence as "thing" which gives space for human to process in the awareness of "local"
or "nature". Local or nature is finally about experience to be aware of self. Self who is aware becomes momentum to move ratio not only "rationalitation" but "subjectification".
Basically rasionalitation whic is moved by subjectification is a process of ratio which gives ease for humans to be aware that "thing" which has given the benefit is symbolization of something. This is the phase where "the Real" is moved into "the Symbolic". Symbolic is not something eliminating self as subject, when thing has become "the Symbolic". In fact, the production of the sign or symbol has created a symbol of self awareness as subject.
If we put that concept in research Based on above analysis, the event of
Giant Tempeh Festival has actually described the reality of the firmness on awareness of subject and also has weakened the awareness of subject or given subject. The followings are field findings which move in the reality of subject and given subject. This authentic this must be introduced to more people in order to have opportunity to move in a bigger space. But since it has to be in a more various space, the serving must be more beautiful. Maybe the banana leaf (as plate) can be added by glowing ornaments to make it more luxurious.
That statement may seem to be amazing and nice, but in After Postmo Perspective, taht is the beginning sign of weakening subject awareness. Local subject will be brought in a sign of body thirsty of material. In such body, no subject is vacant/ empty. The one that exists is subject as a result of socialization an\d finally internalized as "capital".
The term vacant or empty subject in Zizek idea becomes very important because it is the starting point to express important philosopical questions related to awareness asking about environment .
In vacant idea, subject has awareness to change "the symbolic" into "the real". When culture of eating corn rice is disturbed by the intervention of " capital sign", at the end, the one which exists is "the symbolic" becoming frozen sign with the main manifestation just as desire. The phrase " maybe the banana leaf can be added by glowing ornaments to make it more luxurious" is the manifestation of "the symbolic". If it becomes new society awareness, other original signs as authentic identity of Tlogorejo district, sooner or later will be changed into "the symbolic". The next step which we will see is a might be that The next movement is Tlogorejo district will only be understood as a sign of symbol, and not the essence. Symbol is only artificial. It is "thing" which destroys local knowledge to facilitate the existence of society which begin to lose their memory of "the past".
Helping Local People Economically
Helping local people economically is the phrase of desire on capital oriented.
Corn rice becomes symbol of symbolic That is condition which eventually ties them in one unity of social group collectively. Through subjective process, economic attitude with "corn" as the entry point firmsimportant awarenesson economic legitimate. The ending is awareness on corn as common "dignity" which must be kept by them. Nature as environmental knowledge moves them in local awareness. This is the condition which firms the subject awareness.
Finally, corn plantation as mainstream view
is clearly recorded from every tegalan or society gardens/plantation.
Harvesting phase becomes important phase to fully describe a full understanding of Tlogorejo society as subject. There are 2 forms of treating corn rice after harvesting namely:
Diombyoki
Diombyoki is process after harvesting corn to be tied. After all corns are harvested and tied in some ties, they take them home.
Those wet corns will be dried in the condition of being wrapped by corn skin to protect the corn. After corns are dry, they are usually put in the kitchen and taken whenever necessary.
Corn with the skin outside will be in good condition for quite a long time.
It is like what is stated by Haryono:
"After being dried, corn will be kept in the kitchen. Kitchen has a warm air so corn can be in a good condition for quite a long time. We just take whenever necessary in order to be cooked."
The above statement shows that environmental knowledge is the society main Ngombyoki finally is a word which can tie them in a unity of common norms about being efficient, diligent, careful, organized (the sociological interpretation is to respect that being organized is the early basis of creating organization which will eventually be implemented as customs or mores) and togetherness. The awareness basis about "the real" will finally create and firm the subject awareness.
Dicengkorongi
Dicengkorongi is processwhen the skin of corn which has been harvested will be taken off. After that corn will be brought home ( taken from the outer) . Next step is drying. After that keeping the dry corn in gledeg ( wood table with Finally "the symbolic" is presented and created to give restriction on "the economy".
Learning on space restriction in subject identity isolation, enables "the genuine" experience process from "the real" into "the symbolic". The final product is given subject which is physically awesome but essentially destroyed.
Given subject is unable to question about vacant because given subject is the result of authority control to be controlled one. We find ideology texts which finally creates "the symbolic" in society attitude.
Finally society is moved, but restricted to the implementation of authority ideology.
Industry sets given subject and starts a new journey about "the past" as amnesia.
G.3. Giant Tempeh Festival is an event to
firm up subject and given subject
Giant Tempeh Festival is a phrase initiated by steering comittee of UMM Sociology Camp and students of HMJ FISIP UMM has become dicotomic face about subject. In Zizek idea, it changes in reality of subject and given subject. Giant Tempeh
Festival is an event which ties identity but at the same time gives space to artificial reality to be introduced, firmed up and finally changed into the "identity". In vacant every self tries to select and finally vacant is comparative space for reality.
The event of Giant
Reality of the past which is genuine part of society can give sigb of local power. In the local, ties grow about us which is subjective. This is the past remembered as power. Mouffe on event, where rationale identity moves into irrationale. Therefore, this phase clearly describes our power aware of identity.
In identity, it hades itself subjectivelly and moves objective spirit as process of grouo subjectivity. Social group in that space will lead us as subjective awareness. This is we who finally becomes objective the process in Zizek idea can be underlined on phrase self in exists in "self who experiences" and "self who is aware". Self who experiences learning can understand that empirical event is not merely about physical self but thinking self who ends in self who is aware. This last phase grows group emotion leading to common awareness (together). This is subject who accentuates event as experience about "self who experiences" and "self who is aware of".
Giant This is based on Zizek synthesis on subject.
Event of Giant Tempeh Festival is Reality about Given Subject
Basically event is collective individual identities which move into collective identity. as full subject but given subject. The living subject is not as identity awareness but subject who starts to be liyan to nature as "real" knowledge. Afternoon is getting late.
The phrase of festival starts to be heard and starts living in the memory og Tlogorejo society. This is subject who begins to learn to live in the influence of given subject.
H. Conclusion
Giant Tempeh Festival ranges on signs of subject and given subject. Subject is firmed up in local reality through manifestation of corn rice as sign on embeddedness. There is embeddedness which can firm up society to act based on nature norms. Meanwhile, Giant
Tempeh Festival is also a learning process about the artificial festival is physical image which slowly eliminates local awareness as nature knowledge. Finally subject begins to be moved in knowledge about festival as the universal. Slowly there is a change in understanding we as subject who is aware into we as given subject.
